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           Duotest : Moon 230HAD – Metrum Acoustics Amethyst

 

 

Intro 

Personal Audio remains a separate branch within the Hi-Fi world. For a fraction of the 
amount of a regular System, you'll get top of the bill with personal audio. In this test we will 
look at two headphone amplifiers. Two models that differ somewhat in price range. You 
may think there cannot be much difference between these two competitors. But nothing is 
less true ! In the duo test, the Metrum Acoustics Amethyst and the Moon 230HAD go head 
to head. 

Let's start with the fun part right away ; the Setup.  

For audio input we use a PC and Bluesound Node 2. The headphones, the familiar Focal 
Elear. For connections, we use Supra USB cable and Audio Quest Cinnamon Optical cable. 
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When we add the Focal Elear and the Bluesound Node2, we reach 1550 Euros. The Metrum 
Amethyst puts another smaller € 1295 on top. When we pick up the Moon 230HAD, we get 
an extra 1550 Euros. 

Both combinations play regular Hi-Fi sets, approximately the same price, complete from the 
cart. The quality and intimacy have the equivalent of a main system Hi-fi setup of - we 
estimate - at least 15,000 Euros. Enough about the setup. Because the Amethyst is hot off 
the press. How can you resist a headphone amplifier that has just become available ? 

 

 

 
 
 

The name Amethyst is very special. It is a mineral or quartz that is used in jewelry. However, 
the name is derived from Greek. The meaning "under the influence". The owner who wears 
it will be protected when drunk. 

Do not let the name fool you. On the inside a pleasant surprise awaits. This new model uses 
"Forward correction technology". This technology makes it simple and easy to achieve real 
24 bit Audio. This Forward correction technology was used for the first time in the Pavane. 
After that, Metrum have also used it in the Musette, Menuet, Adagio and now also in the 
Amethyst. A typical case of trickle down technology.  



 

 

 

NOS 

The Amethyst uses two transient R2R ladder Dac Two modules. Each channel gets one ; so 
dual Mono. The chips can - without distortion - add extreme sampling rates but bound by 
industry constraints, it is at 384Khz on the USB input. Headphone amp can drive up to 16 
Ohms and is powered by a 30VA power supply. In addition, the Amethyst can also be used 
as Dac. As a pure Dac, power is then used only for that purpose. 

At the front we find six LED lights. Standby, Coax 1, Coax 2, Optical, USB and Error. A small 
button puts the Amethyst into each mode (indicated by led light). Error is indeed a stranger, 
we will come back to later. 

In addition, we find a large volume dial in the middle. And, of course, there is only need for 
a 6.5 mm headphone jack. No 3.5 mm output ? No, because that belongs only to your 
smartphone, not on a headphone amplifier. 

We immediately notice that Metrum focuses on the future with the Amethyst. We see at 
the back three inputs and all three digital : USB, Optical, and Coaxial. There is one analogue 
output, RCA. This is only activated if the Amethyst is used as a 'pure' Dac. A nice addition 
with the Metrum is the USB stick (add some music) with drivers and a USB cable.  

Nevertheless, gives you a feeling of being special. 

 

Moon 230 HAD 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Faithful readers will probably think : "Hey ! Havn’t you already tested it ? "Yes, that's right 
.... but we will briefly cover the Moon. 
 
The Moon 230 HAD headphone amplifier/dac has just about everything on board. Analogue 
and digital connections and the 230 can be used as headphone amplifier and dac. And did 
we mention the support for DSD256 and 32 bit audio ? You read it : it's a very complete 
machine.  

Rules of the game 

For the test we set up a few rules. No analogue. The Amethyst is a digital player. It would 
therefore be apples v pears story. We also set a limit on USB of 24/192. There are hardly 
any tracks that go beyond that. 

In this test, we are not "finicky" using various filters or special cables ; We just use dirty 
power and the standard power cables supplied with the amplifiers. Then the headphones 
decider. We dropped multi-choice in favour of the Focal Elear. That has a reason. The Focal 
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Elear is pure, neutral and performs faithfully to a soundtrack. This ensures we listen 
truthfully to the characteristics of the amplifiers, rather than the headphones themselves. 

 

Intimate 

The combination of a headphone amp with the "wrong" headphone can cause an 
unpleasant listening experience. For example, an amplifier may have certain audio features 
that affect the headset accidentally. Think of a warm amplifier in combination with a warm 
headphone. This gives a negative effect to the sound image. Would you like to purchase 
headphones or a headphone amplifier ? Read and listen. Take your own audio equipment 
with you. 

In this case we had a beautiful combination in both cases. It was an intimate listening 
experience. The equipment is relatively small and could easily fit into a small listening 
space. This is unlike main HiFi setups - where a complete room is needed. We listen to each 
song in our own world. Well away from everything else. Only with the music. And the music 
alone with you ! 
 

After each listening session, the remains of the music still lingers, delicious. 

 

 Listen and shiver
 
We start off with the Metrum Acoustics Amethyst. The Amethyst needs a lot of time to 
become involving. It is a unit that came directly from the factory. Brand new. Not played. 
We therefore let the Amethyst play for a week before we have a listen. Playing for more 
than 80 hours is really necessary for a good sound. And even after 80 hours we notice an 
improvement during the test.  

Compare it with a rose that has just come out. At the end of the test, the Amethyst was in 
full bloom. 

 

If we could describe the Amethyst in one word, it would be "clean". The Amethyst has a 
sound feature that can sometimes be too clean. This was certainly the case when we 
compared it with the Moon Neo 230HAD’s sound presentation. Still, weighted or clinical 
sound are not always correct. The Metrum Acoustics has a very neutral sound display. The 
Focal Elear has the same feature. We are talking about strengthening the neutral properties 
here. 

The first few seconds are different to what we are used to. But shortly thereafter we are 
grasped by the beauty of the sound display. We are going to explain with some music. We 
are listening to Blof. From the album Blue noise we play Beautiful Day. There is a beautiful 



 

 

soundscape here. This is displayed incredibly well. There is depth in the Focal Elear, a 
distinction between instruments and vocals. Where the Amethyst stands out is the 
pronunciation. It's really purely portrayed. This is also the beauty we aim for. There are no 
sharp edges, nothing is colored. Its pure vocals as the artist/band has intended. 

Let's take another example : Imagine Dragons. We play a famous song, Radioactive, from 
the album Night Visions. Here too there is a distinction between the guitar and the vocals 
that are heard in the intro of the song. But then ... the low tones. Yes ! Those are in it. And 
these too are beautifully clean and tight. 

What do we mean by that ? It does not bark and is not overly attacked. There is no 
annoying edge that causes the bladder to bleed. The Amethyst gives a different listening 
experience than many other makes on the market. It's a very nice listening experience, 
because we have no time for listening for the sake of just listening. A classic three-hour 
symphony ? No problem. Of course, we also tested this.  

We caught Spotify and experienced classical music as a bright white Spring blossom. Try it 
with a Beats ! 

The Moon Neo 230HAD 

 
 

The Moon is known to us as mentioned earlier. And when we set up the Elear using the 
Moon, we also get exactly what we expect : we are instantly grabbed by the music ; in less 
than a second we are in it. This also says something about the sound features and 
applicability in music selection. We play almost the same music. Here and there we make a 
small trip to confirm the sound image that forms. 

If we chose one word for the Moon Neo 230HAD, that would be "Autumn". The Moon Neo 
230HAD has a light colored warm sound feature. It's wrong to say that it really warms the 



 

 

music, that's definitely not the case. But next to the Amethyst, the Neo 230HAD comes over 
that way. 

Let's take the same Blof number simply ; Beautiful day. The Moon Neo 230HAD does not 
have that "clean" sound, but gives a little more emotion to the vocals. It feels a little 
warmer. This is a completely different feature and also gives a very different listening 
experience than the Amethyst. This is also confirmed when listening to Radioactive. The 
Moon Neo 230HAD adds a little more color.  

In the case in the lower regions. A clear difference between the two amplifiers. The Neo 
230HAD, in combination with the Focal Elear, has a tight and deeper bass. However, the 
bass tones are not entirely clean. And that's exactly what this number needs. This makes it 
more alive. We now also notice the added value of the Focal Elear. Imagine headphones 
connected to the Moon Neo 230HAD with a warm character. It could be very bad or 
suitable for just one type of music. In this case it could be a beautiful combination. 
However, we have to say that after a good 40 minutes of rolling bass, we have to take a 
short break. Our own fault. 

 

Categorised : Sorry 

The less brilliant things. The Metrum Acoustic Amethyst has a few. To begin with, the input 
button. This is that little button on the front. By pressing this, the Amethyst pushes through 
the inputs or standby mode. We then see the LED light input we selected. However, if we 
want the Optical input to Coax 1, then we first have to pass USB and then standby mode, 
then to Coax 1. 

But ... something strange can happen too. If the Amethyst comes to an input that does not 
have a signal, BOOM !, the red Error LED is turned on. We can assure you that at first the 
heart is in the throat. Full of stress. What is wrong ? Do we have to go back to the dealer ? If 
we cut the red or blue wire by mistake -  the wrong choice - it explodes. Fortunately, it all 
goes well. It's just the way the Amethyst works to "do a check". 

The volume button could have received more attention. After all, we have pressed the 
volume button for 10 minutes. This in the hope that it would shoot out and then be turned 
on. The operation works best with the thumb. How ? Manually overlap and apply a rotating 
motion subtly with your thumb. We tried it with all the other fingers, but this is not exactly 
enough. The chance that you shoot through, resulting in loud volume, is definitely present. 
However, we must admit that the front looks very slick. Subtle and elegant. No bells or 
whistles. 

Fascia and bells are exactly what the Moon Neo 230HAD does have. 11 LED lights anyway. 
That is quite busy. We also find a button for the input select on the front. Here you do not 
have to go first by standby, but by other means. One possibility to avoid this is to use the 
remote control. For standby, the Moon Neo 230HAD has a separate button. Of course, we 
also find the volume button on the front. This control is easier for operation. It is therefore 
a consideration if you want to go for the looks or the operation. 



 

 

 

One point that came to the fore in the previous test, is that it may not be the best choice if 
you need a Preamplifier. His brother, the 430, would be better suited to that. And if you 
just think, "Hey, in the previous test there is a different price". Yes, that's right. Moon's 
prices have gone up a long way (€200+). Had you bought a Moon Neo 230 HAD after the 
previous test, HALLELUJA ! You were there at the right time. 

 

Through to: Final judgment 

We see the plusses and a few minus points. We cannot say that one is better than another. 
It depends more on taste and application. If you have a large collection of digital music and 
want crystal clear sound, then the Amethyst will be a good choice. For example, if you listen 
to LP's and prefer a little more warmth to the sound, the Neo 230HAD will be better at your 
place. 

We would like to give tips for purchasing but we should actually make a rule here. Take 
your own headphones with you. Or, go for one, then try different Headphone combinations 
to suit your tastes. 

 

  


